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INSPIRATION
It all starts with one image. 
In here, 
I see her lost, I see her loneliness.
I see myself in her.
I couldn’t move my eyes off it.
Dawn Ng 2009 Art Installation
I Fly Like Paper
PRECEDENT STUDY
Dawn Ng 2009 Art Installation
I Fly Like Paper
Planes are seen bursting 
through a small window, 
and into a massive indoor 
exhibition space. 
The installation is meant 
to represent the artist’s 
feeling of homesickness, 
and the planes symbolize 
a wave of emotion rushing 
in all at once.
Dawn Ng 
2009 Art Installation
I Fly Like Paper
“What do paper airplanes remind you of?”
I conducted a brief survey to see actually how people would respond to paper airplanes. I asked acquaintances: what do paper airplanes 
remind you of? Interestingly enough, even though almost everyone would mention childhood, but no two people gave the exact same 
answer. Their answers were not things I had considered, but when I thought about these responses, they all made sense to me. The topic 
has become intriguing for me.
Here are some of the responses I got:
 1. parents
 2. toy
 3. love
 4. lipstick
 5. middle school
 6. crop field
 7. boys and girls
 8. childish dream
 9. air crew
 10. classmates
 11. unsustainable
 12. good memories
 13. message
 14. distance
 15. sidewalk
 16. conquer
 17. dreams
 18. home
 19. homesickness
 20. imagination
 
21. origami 
22. song-paper aeroplane
23. freedom
24. daring
25. beauty of machines
26. habbit
27. loss
28. wish
29. movie-the chorus
30. creativity
31. airport drainage
32. love letter
33. game
34. bird
35. friends
36. friendship
37. life
38. note
39. convey
40. les christoes
OPEN STREAM SURVEY
INITIAL SKETCH
Initial Location: College of Design 2nd Floor Center Meeting Space
Close access from stairs and student services office. Smaller space with easier control
But decided to change to College of Design Atrium for a more powerful display and wider audience
AIRPLANE MAKING
1200 AIRPLANES     3 CARDBOARD BOXES   2 MONTHS FOLDING
the 634 paper airplanes 
are made from sheets of 
paper discarded from 
Design Building printing 
lab. 
The number of planes 
reflect the number of 
trees worldwide that are 
cut for paper mills every 
five seconds, based on 
the rate of four billion 
trees per year. 
NOV.24-30 THANKSGIVING BREAK
NOV.24-30 THANKSGIVING BREAK
My installation responds to its architectural 
frame because these airplane "vectors" are 
connecting each of the atrium’s four balconies 
to the opposite wall on the ground level. 
These descending arcs provide a counterpoint 
to the narrow and vertical atrium and new 
ways of re-experiencing the linear and 
squared-off space. 
The planes themselves are static, but viewers experience 
a diversity of psychological responses because of the 
dynamic aesthetic variations that occur from different 
levels, angles, or time of day.


“A Little Dreamer” was the most striking and thought-provoking 
installation anyone has ever done inside this building.”
-Associate Dean, Marwan Ghandour 
“This was our very own waste paper, dive-bombing its way into 
our collective consciousness, forcing us to visualize our personal 
and quotidian contribution to a problem of abstractly global 
dimensions.”
-Honors Advisor, Michael Martin
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The installation utilizes public art as a medium 
to highlight environmental issues and to raise 
public awareness of paper recycling and 
sustainable conservation practices.
- Qiyi Li
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